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STORAGE SOLUTIONS FOR
BUILDING PRODUCTS & DIY RETAILERS
Space optimisation | Storage of long & bulky goods | Retail display options

Building Products & DIY retailers

Providing storage solutions for Building Products & DIY retailers
The challenges faced by the Building Products & DIY industry often requires them to store a numbere of various sized,
often heavy products, whilst also displaying them for sale. Maximising space and accessibility are the main challenges.
Some of the key issues that our customers face are:
Storing long goods, some up to 3m in length, either vertically or horizontally
Bulk storage of sheet materials
Dense storage of bagged products on pallets
Displaying the items for sale in a storage environment
The storage and display of small items in a retail situation

Adjustable storage for Long goods stored vertically
Available in heights of up to 30 meters with varying depths
and widths, our P90 racking can perfectly occupy any space.
A mixture of loop dividers, pallet storage and shelving can
be incorporated for the storage of many various products
into a single storage area.
Loop dividers are a useful method of separating and
supporting long lengths of wood, plastic pipes, doors or
even ladders. Used with Constructor’s P90 pallet racking or
P90 A-frames they are a robust solution to vertical storage.

More information see:
www.dexion.co.uk/building
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Benefits
Vertical goods kept separate
All goods are supported
Variable sizes and colours available
Suitable for the storage of wood, plastic, etc
Can be combined with other pallet racking
accessories

High density storage and display of long items stored horizontally
The horizontal storage of longer items in individual locations can create a dense
solution, with the added option of placing a mezzanine floor above it for additional
storage. Each of the storage locations have rollers along its length, making the
insertion or removal of items easy.
Once the goods have been placed into the storage locations the rollers can be
locked for safety, allowing individual pieces to be removed one at a time.
XL Byg in Denmark store most of their timber this way and even make use
of a special fork lift truck jigger for the loading and unloading of the racking.
www.dexion.co.uk/References/Storing-of-Long-Goods/XL-Byg-Denmark

Benefits
Maximum use of floor space
Access to individual planks
Offers greater flexibility
High density storage
Locking rollers for safety
An additional storage area
can be created above

Tailor made shelving solutions
Our HI280 shelving range has a
number of possibilities which can be
tailored to meet even the most unusual
storage requirements. Equipped
with our specially designed display
accessories we are able to meet the
daily challenges faced by Builders
merchants and DIY retailers.
The option to combine shelving with
a mezzanine floor or offer a multi-tier
solution can maximise the height of
your retail area. Storage of small parts
or odd shaped and bulky items like
plastic guttering and drainage pipe
junctions are challenges we solve for
the building trade on a regular basis.

Benefits
Shelf widths of up to 2.5m
Adjustable in 25mm steps
Multi-tier solutions possible
Wide range of display
accessories
Shelf loads of 75 - 400Kg
per shelf

YESSS an electrical wholesaler in
the UK used HI280 for their back of
counter storage area.

www.dexion.co.uk/References/
Storage-of-Small-Parts/Hi280Longspan/YESSS-Electrical-UK

More information see:
www.dexion.co.uk/building
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Bulk horizontal storage for outside use
Cantilever racking is the obvious choice
for sheet materials and awkward
shaped goods.
Available in a galvanised or painted
finish the cantilever racking can even
be fitted with a roof. Galvanised is rust
free finish and ideal for outdoor storage
Access from the front makes this
system ideal for long or awkward items.

Benefits
Indoor or outdoor use
Accommodates long lengths
Easy access
Adjustable system
Arm lengths of up to 2m

Davidsens Tommerhandel of Denmark
used cantilever racking for the storage
of large flat sheets of processed wood.
www.dexion.co.uk/References/
Storing-of-Long-Goods/
Davidsens-TommerhandelDenmark

Bulk storage of goods on pallets

Pallet racking makes the ideal storage
system for the storage of bulk goods on
pallets. The versatility of pallet racking
means that it can be used with a variety
of shelving and display options, such as
vertical storage, to provide bulk storage
either alongside or above the main retail
display area.
Available in heights up to 30 metres
and varying widths and depths, our P90
racking can perfectly occupy any space.

Benefits
Adjustable system in
various heights
Choice of depth and width
Range of accessories e.g.
timber and mesh shelving
panels
Beams can be adjusted in
50mm increments
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